




New course a challenge to participants
There is a new course for

Network Systems product manage-
ment personnel which, according to
the two managers involved, simu-
lates real job conditions.

Gerry Kaufhold, product
management curriculum manager,
Morristown, N.J., said the "Network
Systems Product Management
Process Training" course, NS1251,
is the first he is aware of that brings
all aspects of the product manage-
ment job to the classroom. The
course covers the necessities
required to manage the profitability
of a product through all phases of
the product's life cycle. "It is the
keystone course in the new curricu-
lum," he explained.

One of the objectives of the
course, according to Jim
Costello, project manager in Morris-
town, is not only to teach the prod-
uct life cycle phases (concept,
realization, maturity, decline and
discontinuance), but also to
manage a product through these
phases. "This requires the develop-
ment of a product plan for each
phase," he said.

Upon completion, participants
will be able to:
• describe the product life cycle
phases
• produce a business proposal and
business case
• produce a product plan
• define the key product manager
(PM) outputs and associatedl
required inputs per product life
cycle phase plan
• produce financial analysis data
and outputs
• facilitate product team meetings
• define and demonstrate the vari-
ous roles played by a PM per each
of the product life cycle phases
• define product realization pro-
cess
• set priorities within time
constraints
• define situation analysis
• define the major business plan
calender events which impact the
PM
• identify inputs from other organi-
zations to the PM per the business
plan calender
• demonstrate an understanding of
the strategic planning process.

"This is a highly interactive,
instructor -led course in which the

students actually run product team
meetings," said Costello. "They
gather information from the various
organizations represented on the
team and make decisions which
ultimately affect the profitability of
the product."

During the eight-day course,
Network Systems product manage-
ment personnel, including Media
(cable and wire), Operations
Systems, Switching, and Transmis-
sion, act as product manager as
well as assuming the roles of all
major organizations with which they
interface. "This is so they look at
the function from both sides of the
fence," said Costello. "Theyexperi-
ence first-hand the issues and inter-
ests other organizations bring to the
table."

The course uses a five-sided
game board, each side of the game
board representing one of the five
phases of the product life cycle.

The game follows a common
board game pattern. Just before
the simulated product team meet-
ing, the PM rolls the dice and
moves across the board, inevitably
landing on the spots called
"breaks." They must then draw a
"breaks" card. "There are good
and bad breaks, just as there are in
real life," said Costello. "Players
must adjust their plans to meet
conditions dictated by the cards."

A good break, for example, might
indicate that sales projections have

increased by 5%. A bad break
could involve the competition lower-
ing its price 5%, or manufacturing
costs increasing 10%.

Two teams play at a time. There
are five positions (see below) at
each table, and one or two play-
ers at each position. Each person
represents a different organization,
as follows:

1. Product Management
2. AT&T Bell Laboratories
3. Manufacturing
4. Sales Organization
5. Product Support
Each participant is given a data

pack. This gives the players the
information needed to play the role
they have been assigned, (Manu-
facturing or Bell Labs, for example).
Among other items, the pack
includes: notes from the last prod-
uct team meeting, a memo from the
boss and information on financial
and sales matters. "The product
manager takes all this and makes
decisions concerning features,
manufacturing quantities, product
pricing and profitability. They gather
all this data and develop a product
plan." said Costello.

The course was successfully
trialed at the Hickory Ridge Training
Center in Lisle, III. last October.
Three sessions are scheduled for
1988.

Jim Costello can be reached on 201-
631-6467. Gerry Kaufhold's number
is 631-7084.

I

Game board used in new Network Systems course
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Editorially speaking
This column is reserved for you, our readers, to air your comments about articles

that have appeared in the newsletter or current training trends and issues.
Submissions should be typewritten, double-spaced, and run no longer than two pages,

with margins set at "0" and "65. " Publication is subject to editorial discretion.
Send them to "Letter to the Editor," AT& T Training Information Excrtenqe, 219 Mt.

Airy Rd., Room 1F05, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920.

About vision

On training and leadership

By Thomas Kester

A national training association re-
nowned for its commitment to perfor-
mance analysis and evaluation recently
polled its membership to determine
which of two popular visions should
guide members into the 21st century:
performance-based systems or instruc-
tional technology.

While the electorate ponders, it might
be helpful to note that any choice be-
tween performance and instruction is
moot if training staffs remain either un-
directed or unmotivated to assist cor-
porate clientele in diagnosing both train-
ing and non-training problems.

Notice the operative word is "diag-
nose," not "appease." Too often, pro-
fessional judgments of trainers are over-
turned by managers who unrealistically
demand either weeks of stand-up in-
struction, or a videotape, or complete
training packages, when a compact Job-
aid would better suit the intended audi-
ence.

How do the trainers respond? Typi-
cally, they submit and disguise the
submission as "sensitivity to client
need."

This issue is one of long standing:
tradition has it that our trainers view the
evocative leadership role as the exclu-
sive domain of line supervisors, while
members of our internal training com-
munity merely follow the parade.

A quaint notion, this, given the invest-
ment that AT&T makes annually to pur-
sue the elusive goal of improved pro-
ductivity through training interventions.

It seems clear that the only appropriate
response is a full partnership with line
management to meet immediate needs
while planning for the turbulent future.

Based on observations of major cor-
porate training organizations, three
characteristic types emerge: survival,
transactional, and transformational.

The "surviving" organizations must
struggle to justify their existence; focus

\

is reactive and marked by frantic activity
rather than on business results. Training
departments in the survival mode are
hamstrung by external budgets and are
preoccupied with merely delivering high
numbers of programs rather than high
quality.

Transactional organizations are re-
sponsive to client need rather than reac-
tive; the assessment of training re-
quirements is essential to their success.
These departments develop profes-
sionally as they grow by emphasizing
design standards.

The transformational organization
maintains a focus that is external to the
training department; emphasizing the
essential partnership that must exist be-
tween staff trainers and line clients. With
business improvement as a target, this
level of professionalism is characterized
by a progressive and innovative staff
that uses pragmatic business plans to
achieve corporate productivity goals.

Sadly, most organizations fall into the
first category: reactive, reflective, and
unprepared to address dramatic tech-
nological or market changes. If training
would adopt a transformational ap-
proach to field conditions, client needs
would be more readily met. After all, the
vision is clear at the head of the
parade.

Thomas Kester is an instructional tech-
nologist - network operations education
and training, Cincinnati.

Curriculum
continued from page 1

ployees as well as veteran product plan-
ners and managers, features such de-
livery media as:
• A fictional account, or novel, about
the product manager's job, written for
new or prospective product manage-
ment employees.
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• Computer-based modules that de-
scribe AT&T's lines of business, in-
troduce the organizations and key con-
tact people with which product mana-
gers interact, and highlight Network
Systems' customers and markets.
• Self-paced modules that require
supervisor/employee interaction
• Instructor-led, interactive role-playing
in a job simulation game.

"It wasn't enough for us just to develop
a new curriculum. We had to communi-
cate the curriculum to product man-
agement supervisors and give them the
tools and training so that they could
develop training plans," Kaufhold said.

Using a new, supervisor's curriculum
planning guide, supervisors are required
to work with their people one-on-one to
develop written training plans for them.

First, the supervisor decides which
courses are required for a given job.
Then, the supervisor and the employee
inventory the skills the employee already
has mastered, indicate areas that need
to be developed, decide which courses
are appropriate, and work out a tentative
time schedule for fulfillment.

These training plans then become the
supervisors' tool for managing the de-
velopment of their staffs. The plans also
provide the Product Management Train-
ing Organization with the information it
needs to manage the availability of train-
ing.

Senior management has endorsed
the curriculum and is actively supporting
its development. "This commitment is
critical if the curriculum is to succeed,"
Kaufhold said.

"Our goal is to greatly reduce the
amount of time it takes to get people
proficient on the job. Job performance
will be the final measure of the program's
success."

For more information, call Kaufhold
on 201-631-7084 (Cornet 268).

The AT&T Training Information Ex-
change is published monthly by the
Corporate Training Support Group and
is distributed to members of the AT&T
training community.

Editor: Gail Solomon

219 Mt. Airy Road
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
Bldg. Code: 106A-1 F05

Phone: (201) 953-6046, or
Cornet 979-6046
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Overview

NS 1251: Product Management Process Training - Basic Skills is an
intensive eight-day, group-paced course for up to twenty Product Planners.
Key knowledge and skills are introduced in lectures with supporting activities.
Participants are then given the opportunity to integrate the knowledge and
skills in a real-world SIMULATION. This one-day SIMULATION is held
four times during the course. The following skills are developed during the
SIMULATION:

• Systematic planning and management of products throughout the
life cycle

• Facilitating Product Team meetings

• Assessing opportunities and risks

• Creating business cases and annual product plans

• Analyzing financial and economic analyses
- Income statement
- Balance sheet
- Cash flow statement
- Cumulative discounted cash flow analysis.

Client Situation and Need

AT&T Network Systems Product Management Organizations are responsible
for the bottom line performance of Network Systems' multi-billion dollar
product lines. As AT&T moved from a regulated to an extremely competitive
environment, it became necessary to provide a training vehicle to assist
management in the transition. This transition included the development of
new attitudes, knowledge and skills across a population of 800 Product
Planners.

These 800 Product Planners are spread across five Business Units, which are
divided into forty Strategic Business Units. They manage a very diverse set of
over 500,000 products and services.

Working within the Strategic Business Unit structure further segregates the
job function. The Strategic Business Units utilize different practices deter-
mined by local management, and are organized very differently from each



Client Situation and Need (continued)

other. There seem to be almost 800 distinct jobs across the 800 people with
the job title of Product Planner.

Another challenging issue was the target audience's extremely varied back-
grounds. Entrants ranged from new college graduates with no business
experience to company veterans of 20+ years with no experience in the
markets, products or organizations involved.

How could a singular set of training be performance-based given this environ-
ment?

Projects Undertaken

The marketing organization of Network Systems undertook a Curriculum
Architecture Design Project and multiple course development projects to meet
the priority needs. The analysis leading to the Curriculum Architecture first
had to define the tOUlIfunctionality of the Product Management (PM) effort.
TIle following PM Performance Model is the result.
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Projects Undertaken (conLinued)

By its three dimensional nature, the PM Performance Model emphasizes t.hat
the integrated responsibilities on the face of the cube:

• Strategic and Business Planning and Integration
\ Tactical Planning and Implementation
• Financial Analysis and Integration
• Market Data Analysis and Integration

drive the planning and management of the functional areas listed on the side:

• Product Development
• Product Manufacturing and Physical Distribution
• Sales Support
• Product Support.

The top of the PM Performance Model indicates that the PM responsibilities
and functional planning areas can be applied to Business Units, Strategic
Business Units and/or products.

Curriculum Architecture

The Curriculum Architecture designed in response to this situation specified
118 modules of training segregated into three phases. This highly modularized
design allowed core content, needed by all, to be developed into a minimum
number of modules (courses). Most of the modules responded to unique needs,
determined by the Product Planner's Business Unit, customers/markets,
products/services, competitive situation, technology, previous work and
educational background, etc.

TIle NS 1251 module is the culmination of the first phase of training. It is the
keystone of the Product Management Curriculum.

Workshop/Simulation Design

NS 1251 provides SIMULATION practice in the roles and tasks of the Product
Planners. It ties together and reinforces a broad spectrum of knowledge and
skills obtained in the lectures, previous training modules and previous experi-
ence. Content covered in NS 1251 includes:

3



Workshop/Simulation Design (continued)

• Product Life Cycles and Participating Organizations
• Product Plan and Business Case Formats
• Financial Planning
• The Product Management Role
• Situation Analysis
• Risk Analysis
• Marketing Strategy Development
• Development Planning
• Manufacturing and Physical Distribution Planning
• Sales Planning and Sales Channel Planning
• Product Support Planning
• SBU Structure and SBU Planning.

The heart of NS 1251 is the SIMULATION exercise. This exercise uses a
case-study approach to simulate the management of a product family through-
out its life cycle. The case company used in the SIMULATION is customized
to closely parallel the client's:

• Mission/philosophy
• Organizational structure
• Internal politics
• Competitors.

Case-study products have client-specific business issues and opportunities.
However, they are physically different enough to avoid technical debates. The
products are industrial video equipment and supplies:

• Video camera
• Video recorder
• Video edit deck
• Cables and connectors
• Video tape.

There is one SIMULA TION phase for each phase of the product life cycle .
. Product managers lead a cross-functional product team whose other members
consist of representatives from:

• R&D
• Manufacturing
• Sales and Sales Support
• Product Support (Service).

4



Workshop/Simulation Design (continued)

The product management role consists of running a product team meeting (to
develop strategies and solve problems), preparing the annual product plan (to
document the strategies and compute the financial results), and presenting that
plan back to the team (to identify risks, problems, changes, etc.). This training
process includes extensive feedback and evaluation by the instructor and other
class participants.

The instructional strategy is shown below.

Simulation

KnowlcdRclSklllllcms

10 next
KIS sectlon

What this means to each participant is that they will conduct four meetings,
and develop and present four plans, as the product manager. But there is even
more reinforcement! Since the goal is to develop skills, ~ participant
must have an opportunity to practice the role of PM. To accomplish this, the
other team roles rotate among the class participants. You might be product
manager for the camera product, R&D for recorder, manufacturing for edit
deck, etc.

Rotating the roles allows the participants to see the differcnttypcs of issues
associated with each product at different points of the life cycle. It also allows
them to observe and learn from the way others run a team meeting. Finally, it
enlightens them to the real world problems, constraints, biases, etc. of the
product team organizations they will face in their real jobs.

Workshop/Simulation Measured Results

An evaluation conducted six months after the training session with the module
participants mill their supervisors calculated a 457% return on the investment,
Unsolicited feedback from participants has been extremely positive. The
session rated an average of 4.4 out of 5 on job relevance, and a 4.6 on the
effectiveness of the SIMULATION exercises.
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Workshop/Simulation Measured Results (continued)

Participants acknowledge that the training provides them with valuable job
skills, is hard work, and for most is a lot of fun.

Applicability

The SIMULATION can be very effective when customized to fit a specific
environment. It is applicable to any team effort, and best serves complex
situations:

• Product/Service Development Teams
• Quality Circles, Steering Committees, Task Forces
• Complex Systems Sales/Installation/Service
• Management of an Organizational Unit
• Etc.

For More Information

If you are interested in learning more about how a SIMULATION can be
customized to meet your business needs, contact:

• Guy Wallace, Principal
• Peter Hybert, Associate
• Dee Kane, Associate

Phone: (708) 416-3323.

If you want to discuss the client's perspective of this project, call AT&T
Network Systems' Product Management Training Manager:

• Gerry Kaufhold
Phone: (201) 631-7084.
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NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCT OR IN1ERVENTION AWARD

(?\ A. OVERVIEWIBACKGROUND

1. Subject matter, content, topics that the instruction is concerned with

NS 1251: Product Management Process Training - Basic Skills is the centerpiece of a
comprehensive, performance-based curriculum designed to support approximately 800
product planners in AT&T's Network Systems organization. These Product Planners are
responsible for the total bottom-line performance of AT&T's multibillion dollar Network
Systems product lines.

The Product Management function is new, post-divestiture. The curriculum and this
course in particular provide a vehicle for spreading the skills, knowledge and behavior
emerging as necessary for exemplary performance.

This course is the culmination of the first major phase of training. It provides simulation
practice in the roles and tasks of product planners tying together and reinforcing a broad
spectrum of skills and knowledge obtained either in earlier training modules or through
previous experience of the participants.

NS 1251 is an intense eight-day, group-paced, classroom session for up to 20 Product
Planners. Three days of lectures are supported by five one-day simulation exercises
designed to reinforce the knowledge from the lectures and build five primary skill areas:

• Systematic planning and management of products through their life cycle phases

• Facilitation of Product Team meetings

• Analysis and evaluation of opportunities and risks impacting prioritization and
planning for daily work activities

• Development of business cases and product plans

• Development of financial and economic analyses
- Income statement
- Balance sheet
- Cash flow statement
- Cumulative discounted cash flow analysis.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 1 AT&T Network Systems



NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCT OR INTERVENTION AWARD

~
( , The lessons of NS 1251 cover the following content:

• The Concept Phase (I)
• The Justification Phase (II)
• The Realization Phase (III)
• The Growth and Maturity Phase (IV)
• The Decline and Discontinuance Phase (V)
• Product Life Cycles and Participating Organizations
• Product Plan and Business Case Formats
• Simulation Introduction
• Financial Planning
• The Product Management Role
• Situation Analysis
• Risk Analysis
• Time Management
• Marketing Strategy Development
• Development Planning
• Manufacturing and Physical Distribution Planning
• Sales Planning and Sales Channel Planning
• SBU Structure and SBU Planning.

The heart of NS 1251 is the SIMULA nON EXERCISE. Each of the five one-day
Simulation Exercises correlates to the five phases of life cycle management:

• 1-Concept
• II - Justification
• III - Realization
• IV - Growth and Maturity
• V - Decline and Discontinuance.

The class of 20 is split into two 10 person groups and assigned a facilitator to guide them
through the following three steps of each Simulation Phase.

Step 1 - Product Team Meeting Facilitation
- Facilitated by the two person Product Management (PM) team to gather planning

data .
- Data Packs provide all role play information (see Exhibit 23 a-e)
- A five-sided Gameboard (Exhibit 5) reinforces the five product life cycle phases

and with the "luck of the dice roll" and "draw of one or more of the 16 BREAKS
CARDS" for each product in each phase (Exhibit 6) injects real-world variability
and forces team adaptability and change from the DATA PACK information

- Five rounds of product meetings (45 minutes each) to ensure all session
participants experience (role play) the issues/concerns of:
-- Product Management
-- Development
-- Manufacturing and Physical Distribution
-- Sales and Sales Support
-- Product Support.

2 AT&T Network Systems



NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCT OR INTERVENTION AWARD

Ste.p2 - Product Plan Development
- Each two person Product Management (PM) team produces their plan (see Exhibit

22, Section I, Tab 4 for Plan format), comprised of a:
-- Strategic Plan
-- Business Plan
-- Financial Plan.

SteP 3 - Product Plan Presentations
- Each two person Product Management team has 15 minutes to present the Plan for

their product (one of the following)
-- Video Camera
-- Video Recorder
-- Video Edit Deck
-- Video Cables/Connectors
-- Video Tape
Critique is provided by the Product Team members regarding the Plan's
representation of the team consensus
Critique/feedback is provided from the facilitator regarding the Plan's content
completeness and accuracy
Private feedback is provided to each individual on their chairperson behaviors, the
number of observed uses of:
-- Giving information
-- Seeking information
-- Testing understanding/summarizing
-- Defending/attacking.

The instructional strategy can be shown as below.

LECIUREfDISCUSSION SIMULATION EXERCISE

Knowledge!
Skill Items Present

Product I---I__ +-....•.•. ~I
Plan

r-'- •.••..•••.•.•.••..•.••.••......,., t----~Phase V: Decline & Discontinuance Phase - Application Exercise

Phase IV: Growth and Maturity Phase - Application Exercise

Phase III: ReaJization Phase - Application Exercise

,.........IoJ,Ilo.W...I.I.IOI~ .-------'-, Phase II: Justification Phase - Application Exercise

Phase I: Concept Phase - Application Exercise

~

6i)

~

RU~ =.I.
eetmg Plan

'------'
"FB = Evaluation and Feedback
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NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUcr OR INTERVENTION AWARD

The effectiveness of the design is based on frequent application of the knowledge and skills
by participants in a "real time" situation and in an integrated manner (e.g., you need to
control a product team meeting, identify product issues, make initial decision, defend those
decisions, and be aware of the impact of those decisions on product fmancial and
marketplace results-all at the same time).

The knowledge/skill items are spread out across the eight days to minimize the amount of
new content that participants need to process and apply at one time and to accelerate the
application of these items.

2. Target pQPulation. learners the instruction is concerned with

The primary target audience of NS 1251 is the 800 Product Planners of the Product
Management (PM) organizations within AT&T Network Systems' five Business Units:

• Switching Systems
• Transmission Systems
• Cellular Systems
• Network Cabling Systems
• Operational Systems.

The diverse population is segmented into three categories: 1) incumbents, 2) personnel
with company experience but new to the PM job, and 3) new hires with typical
education/experience backgrounds in one or more of the following areas:

• Engineering
• Finance
• Marketing
• Manufacturing
• Sales
• Field Services Support.

The target population is further diversified due to the variability in the assigned job tasks
for each of the Product Planners. Each "job" is determined at the local Business Unit by
the individual's supervisor, based on the organization's need, the person's education and
experience, the technical sophistication of the product/services being managed, the
product/service's stage in its life cycle, and the level of the product/service's impact on
revenues and/or costs contributing to the overall Strategic Business Unit's financial results.

3. Administrative system. administrators who are responsible for implementing the
instruction

NS 1251 is delivered in a group-paced, classroom setting by two (non-SME "Subject
Matter Expert") facilitators and one internal SME (for the lesson on Financial Planning).
The two primary facilitators present the lectures and facilitate the session participants
through the five simulation exercises. The guest facilitator presents up-to-date corporate
(proprietary) fmancial overviews and discusses financial objectives, opportunities, issues,
data sources, and fmancial plan formats.

4 AT&T Network SystemsSvenson & Wallace, Inc.



NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUcr OR INTERVENTION AWARD

4. Location. settin~ the instruction is delivered in

NS 1251 classroom facility requirements include a main classroom where twenty
participants, three instructors and several observers can be comfortable seated in a "U-
shaped" configuration. Two break out rooms are required to accommodate the two 10
person teams plus one facilitator for the conduct of the simulation exercises. Required
classroom and break out room equipment includes:

• Overhead projectors
• Flipchart easels
• Video tape player/monitor (main classroom only).

5. Date. time period when the instructional product was developed

NS 1251 was developed during the summer and fall of 1987, piloted in October of 1987,
and then updated. The first formal session was presented in January of 1988.

6. Materials -- list of complete set of materials for your instruction with the sample items
that are included in your submission packa~e clearly marked

The following pages include charts listing 23 Exhibits (with the description of the contents)
included with the Submission Package. These materials include original project plans,
various project outputs, administrative materials, course materials and evaluation

~ instruments and result summaries. These materials are referred to throughout the
Submission Package.

Exhibits 1-14 are contained in one binder (labeled as such), Exhibits 15-23e are separate
items.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 5 AT&T Network Systems



NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUcr OR INTERVENTION AWARD

# Exhibit Exhibit Description/Contents

1 Project Plan for • The Project Plan contains the purpose, background, goals and
Curriculum Design Project methodology for conducting the curriculum design project,

demonstrating a systematic, performance-based, analytical
approach to determining the training requirements of Network
Systems Product Planners.

2 Project Plan for 1251 and • The Project Plan contains the purpose, background,
1050 Series Development methodologies, roles and responsibilities, and schedule of tasks to

systematically analyze, design, develop, pilot and revise five
modules of the Network Systems Product Management Training
Curriculum, specifically modules 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054 and
Jlli..

• The four modules of the 1050s series are self-paced prerequisites
that were intended for the target audience during their first month
on the job and are designed as advance organizers.

• This document demonstrates the systematic approach used in the
development of performance-based training.

3 NS 1050 series modules • This Exhibit contains the four modules of the 1050 series which
are self-paced, prerequisite, advance organizers, intended to be

• NS 1051 completed during the first month on the job, and prior to
• NS 1052 participation in NS 1251.
• NS 1053
• NS 1054 • The intent of module NS 1051 is to present a conceptual

framework for understanding the varied responsibilities within the
Product Management organization and provide a big picture view
of Product Management functionality.
- NS 1051 presents the "Product Management Model" which

portrays eight functional responsibility areas of the Product
Management Organization.

• Module NS 1052 is a 100-page novel, presenting a fictional
overview of one year in the life of three Product Planners within a
fictitious business unit within Network Systems.
- It is intended to present a series of lifelike activities that

Product Planners may experience in their jobs or see their
fellow planners involved in.

(Continued)

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 6 AT&T Network Systems



NSPI Submission Package
OUTSTANDING INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUcr OR INTERVENTION AWARD

# Exhibit Exhibit Description/Contents

3 NS 1050 series modules • Module NS 1053 is intended to provide a "do-it-yourself'
organizational orientation .

• NS 1051 - It contains a series of exercises requiring interaction by the
• NS 1052 trainee with his/her immediate supervisor, peers and members
• NS 1053 of other organizational sub-entity within the Product
• NS 1054 Management Business Unit so that the trainee may build a

model reflecting the organizational responsibilities by product
(Continued) perspective and functional perspective.

• Module NS 1054 is intended as a "do-it-yourself' orientation to
the individual's job.
- It requires an exercise focused on an interaction with the

immediate supervisor to defme specific job task assignments
and responsibilities within the context of the Product
Management Functional Model and produces a chart identifying
both the product responsibilities and functional
responsibilities, a calendar of events for the next two quarters
and a list of key outputs to be produced by the individual
trainee (alone or in conjunction with other Network Systems
personnel).

4 Financial Algorithm • The Financial Algorithm is a handout intended as a j,Qlullil to help
participants understarid the big picture in terms of the linkages of
all fmancial data and their relationships to
- Income statements
- Balance sheets
- Cash flow statements
- Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow statements (CDCF)

• The Financial Algorithm is used by participants within the five
phases of the Product Management simulation.

5 Simulation Gameboard • The Simulation Gameboard has several purposes
(photo) - Visually portrays the five phases of product life cycles

- Facilitates the introduction of "random" variability into the
rounds of the simulation via the Simulation Breaks Cards (See
Exhibit 6)
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# Exhibit Exhibit Description/Contents

6 Simulation Breaks Cards • The Simulation Breaks Cards are intended to inject variability into
the Simulation rounds and are presented as last minute
memos/faxes/telegrams received at the beginning of a product team
meeting, and change the information provided in the Data Packs to
force the group to address changes. There are 336 individual
Breaks Cards - 16 per product per phase.

• Breaks Cards address good and bad changes-approximately 2!3 of
all breaks are "bad" and 1/3 are considered "good" breaks.

• Breaks Cards deal with ...
- Market demand projections
- Projected market share percentages
- Competitor prices
- Competitor market viability
- Development costs and schedules
- Manufacturing costs and schedules
- Sales organization, sales objections (goal targets)
- Sales/marketing expenses
- Warranty costs
- Product reliability data
- Documentation costs and schedules
- Training costs and schedules
- Etc.

7 Svenson & Wallace • This is an end-of-course student reaction survey.
Evaluation Format

• This evaluation form was used during the first two years of
deliveries to augment existing AT&T Corporate Education and
Training (CET) Standard Training Evaluations in order to obtain
course specific feedback from the participants.

• It attempts to sort feedback by
- Business Unit
- PM job experience level (years)
- Participants' specific Product Management functionality

assignments (identifies which parts of the total PM functional
model they are assigned).

8 Overall Evaluation • This presents summaries of evaluation data collected during the
Summaries pilot and first six sessions covering 130 participants/trainees.

9 AT&T CET Evaluation • This is the CET standard format for course evaluations to be
Format conducted at the conclusion of each delivery.

• Corporate Education
and Training
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10 AT&T CET Evaluations • This presents the evaluation data collected by CETs standard
evaluation instrument

11 NS-PMTO Evaluation • These are the letters of instruction and evaluation instruments
Formats utilized by the Network Systems Market Operations Product

Management Training Organization (PMTO) to gather post-
delivery levels 2. 3 and 4 evaluation data.
- Level 2 data is generated not within the course but by

supervisors back on the job.
- Level 3 data is assessed by both individual participants from

the course and their supervisors.
- Level 4 data has also been assessed by both supervisors and

individual participants of the course.

12 NS-PMTO Evaluations • This presents the evaluation data from the PMTO post-delivery
evaluation system.

13 NS-PMTO - NS 1251 • This document identifies the ROI (Return On Investment) assessed
ROI Assessment Memo as a result of the PMTO Evaluation System obtained as a result of

the development and delivery of NS 1251.

14 Participant Feedback • These are unsolicited letters to Network Systems Management or
Letters Market Operations (the training provider).

15 AT&T Network Systems • This document identifies the potential performance requirements of
Product Management Product Planners (which vary among the various Product Planners
Curriculum Architecture within Network Systems) and attempts to create a "wholistic
Design Study Reports performance model" capturing all the job task variability of

Product Management functionality within Network Systems. The
• Phase I - Analysis of report further documents the knowledge and skill requirements.

Performance and based on performance and identifies deficiencies in the environment
Knowledge/Skill as well as deficiencies in the knowledge and skills of Product
Requirements Planner personnel.

16 AT&T Network Systems • This document identifies training programs available within
Product Management AT&T that potentially matched the knowledge and skill
Curriculum Architecture requirements of Network Systems Product Planner personnel. The
Design Study Reports existing training within AT&T was compared to a "preliminary

curriculum design" identified in the analysis document (Exhibit
• Phase II - Analysis of 15). The evaluation effort attempted to quickly assess the

Existing Training potential match or mismatch of course objectives and content
Programs compared to the unique and specific requirements of Network:

Systems Product Planning.
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17 AT&T Network Systems • This document presents the final curriculum architecture design for
Product Management Network Systems Product Planning personnel. The curriculum
Curriculum Architecture design includes existing AT&T training deemed a close enough
Design Study Reports match of the knowledge and skill requirements of Product Planner

personnel to minimize the expenditure of Network Systems
• Phase III- corporate financial and human resources.

Curriculum Design - Existing training modules did not have to meet/match Network:
Document Systems requirements 100% to be accepted into the curriculum

design. An analysis (phase II) was done by the project design
team of the level that the courses would enable the trainees to
achieve the learning objectives and performance objectives of
the target population.

• This document led to the development of the Network Systems
Product Management Training Curriculum Catalog (Exhibit 18).

18 Curriculum Catalog • The Curriculum Catalog is an informational/marketing piece that
presents the overall curriculum architecture structure and course
descriptions for each of the modules within the curriculum
including their objectives, target audiences and contents.

• The catalog also contains a Training Planning Guide to be used by
supervisors and individual contributors to develop annual training
plans that forecast the demand for training for negotiating with
training vendors (both internal and external to the company) for
specific delivery locations and scheduled dates.

19 Curriculum Video Tape • The Curriculum Video Tape is an 11 minute overview of the
curriculum structure and an explanation of the modularity of
content enabling Product Management personnel to tailor a
training plan unique to their job situation and incoming
knowledge and skills.

• The video tape is a marketing tool to inform the target audiences
of the availability of training and explain that the multiple
delivery vehicles are used to increase the timing flexibility (from
their perspective).

20 Design Report • This document identifies the training objectives for the five
modules (as previously segmented by the curriculum architecture

• NS 1251 and the design project referred to in Exhibit 17).
1050 series

• The document identifies NS 1251's units, lessons, objectives and
content as well as exercise specifications to achieve the goals of
the module.
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23 Simulation Data Packs • There are 25 unique Simulation Data Packs which provide the role
a-e play information for the 22 product rounds within the five life

• Recorder team (only) cycle phases.
a. Phase I - Each of the five phases of the simulation focuses on issues
b. Phase II typical of the "real world" concerns in that phase of the product
c. PhaseIII life cycle
d PhaseIV - Five products (five rounds) are addressed within each phase of
e. Phase V the simulation

- Two person groups are organized into five "organizational
roles"
- Product Management
- Development
- Manufacturing and Physical Distribution
- Sales and Sales Support
- Product Support

- These two person organizations each focus on the role playing
required to bring out the issues, strategies, tactics, schedules
and cost data required for the Product Management group to put
together a Product Plan for the product they are assigned to.
There are five products used:
- Video Camera
- Video Recorder
- Video Edit Deck
- Video Cables/Connectors
- Video Jumbo Tape

- The two person groups remain partners as they progress
through the five rounds within each phase of the simulation
and switch "organizational hats" from one product to the next
and therefore "stand in the shoes" of each organization
represented at the product team meetings.
- This familiarizes each two person group with the biases,

driving factors and parochial concerns typical of the real
world organizations found within Network Systems and
other AT&T entities.

• The Simulation Data Packs contain seven items of data to guide
role playing within each product round
- Pre-meeting memo from the PM
- Summaries of previous team meetings
- Data/information
- Memo from boss
- Letter/memo received
- Notes to myself
- In addition, the Product Management group has copies of the

four financial statements to be included in their Product Plan
- Several financial "givens" are provided to them here.

• The Simulation Data Packs in total contain over 1100 pages
across the 25 Data Packs
- The five Data Packs included in the submission package are for

the RECORDER product (management team) only.
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21 Pilot Report • This document presents the evaluative data resulting from the
piloting of NS 1251 for level 1 type evaluation "reaction" data.

• NS 1251 and the 1050
series • This document also presents recommended revisions to the

training module as a result of the pilot session.

• The report divides the evaluative data results by the various
business units (there were four that were specifically targeted
within the scope of the project).

• The data in this report was presented to a Training Advisory Board
(TAB) for their consideration and decisions regarding actual
revisions to be made to the course in preparation for future
ongoing delivery activities.

22 Participant Binder • This document is the Participant's Binder for the eight-day course:
NS 1251- Product Management Process Training - Basic Skills

• NS 1251
• This binder contains copies of all overhead transparences utilized

within the eight day course for future reference by participants and
in-class use for note taking.

• The binder contains a sample format and completion guidelines
(content, sources, etc.) for the primary output of Product
Management efforts-the Product Plan
- Product Plans are called by various names at different points in

the product life cycle phase
- Business proposal
- Business case
- Realization plan
- Product plan
- Discontinuance plan
- Etc.
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B. DOCUMENTATION OF THE NEED FOR THE INSTRUCTIONAL EFFORT

1. Identified or anticipated performance problem

a. Describe the actual or anticipated performance problem - The performance problems of
Network Systems Product Management personnel identified in the front-end analysis effort
(see Exhibit 15, Sections III and IV) included:

1. Some products brought to market were unacceptable to marketplace customers or
failed to meet industry or regulatory standards and resulted in a negative financial
contribution.

2. The lack of detailed planning efforts and documented plans (Business Proposals,
Business Cases, Annual Product Plans, etc.).

3. PM personnel are often unclear which organizations to contact for specific work
due to overlaps and gaps in responsibilities of the myriad of involved
organizations that are managed by the Product Management organization. These
include but are not limited to:
- Bell Labs
- Network Systems Development
- Manufacturing Engineering
- Manufacturing Product Scheduling
- Materials Management
- Price Administration
- Technical Documentation
- Technical Training
- Customer Service
- Customer Engineering
- Installation

- Service Centers
- Sales
- Sales Operations
- Sales Events
- Sales Communications
- Sales Training
- Contract Administration
- Warranty
- Product Change Administration
- Legal
- Financial Operations
- Etc.

4. Poor product strategy decisions were being made (pricing, investment, asset
management, long-term planning) which impaired overall profitability.

5. Product concept to market cycle too long (due to poor teamwork between
functions, lack of process, lack of understanding competitive marketplace, and
lack of meeting leadership skills).

6. Low product planner productivity (lack of time management and prioritization of
work).

b. Describe the process used to determine the nature of the performance problem and the
benefits (or value) of solvin~ it - The process used to determine the existence and nature of
the performance problems, their causes, and potential solutions is described in Exhibit 1:
Project Plan for a Training Needs Analysis and Curriculum Architecture for Product
Management, June 10, 1986. The project was divided into three phases:

• Phase I - Needs Analysis
• Phase II - Existing Curriculum Evaluation
• Phase III - Curriculum Design.
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In Phase I - Needs Analysis, a Performance Model was developed based on individual
interviews and group meetings involving over 50 AT&T personnel. Exhibit 15, Section IV
presents The Product Management Performance Model. Product Management functional
responsibility is segmented into the following eight sub-functional areas:

1. Tactical Planning and Implementation
2. Strategic and Business Integration and Planning
3. Market Data Analysis and Integration
4. Financial Analysis and Integration
5. Product Development Planning and Management
6. Product Manufacturing and Physical Distribution Planning and Management
7. Sales Support Planning and Management
8. Product Support Planning and Management.

The Performance Model identifies for each of these sub-functional areas the major
outputs/products, the performance tasks, standards, typical performance deficiencies, and
deficiency causes.

The Performance Models were reviewed and edited by a committee of Product
Managers/former Product Managers. No consensus agreement could be reached that it was
necessary or possible to identify a dollar value for the problems (deficiencies). Strenuous
objections were made to documenting what could obviously become a political keg of
dynamite. The need was too obvious to the group and it was determined that it was not
necessary to put a number on it. Employee Attitude Survey results for the past several
years had identified strong Product Planner dissatisfaction with the lack of availability of
training tailored to their specific needs, as well as with other environmental barriers to their
success (e.g., Bell Labs does not report directly to the Product Management organizations
and is therefore "difficult to control").

It was generally agreed by the Network Systems Managers that the training need was
significant and would warrant the expenditure of corporate resources in the range of
$5-7 million over a multi-year horizon.

2. Indications that a si~nificant skill or knowledlW problem existed

a. Describe the general nature of the skill or knowledlW deficiencies addressed by this
product - Module NS 1251 addresses the following knowledge/skill deficiencies:

• Strategic Plan Development
• Business (Operations) Plan Development
• Financial analysis
• Support organization roles, responsibilities, capabilities/constraints
• Product life cycle problems/opportunities, e.g.:

- Costs
- Legal issues
- Communications
- Support organization involvement
- Competitive pre-issues
- Etc.
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b. Describe the process used to detennine that IWnuineskill/knowlede-e deficiencies
existed - The processes used to determine knowledge and skill deficiencies involved
individual interviews, group interviews and observations of a group data gathering
processes being conducted by another AT&T organization.

Knowledge and skill requirements of personnel in the Product Management organization
are vast and complex (see Exhibit 15, Section V, Tabs A-K).

Section V presents an organized "bill of materials" of all knowledge and skills required for
Product Management performance. The Knowledge and Skill Matrices are segmented into
eleven categories:

• Organizational Orientations
• Basic Theories and Concepts
• Company Instructions
• External Regulations
• Technical Knowledge and Skills
• Records/Reports/Forms
• Tools and Equipment
• Software
• Generic Management Theories and Skills
• Interpersonal Skills
• Specific Product Management Task Training.

The Knowledge and Skill Matrices document individual knowledge and skill items for each
of these categories and links them to the eight Product Management sub-functions and
further identify their:

• Importance to job
• Learning difficulty
• Content volatility
• Generic or specific to the Business Units
• Estimated target audience size
• Training phase
• Depth of coverage required
• Delivery method
• Estimated length.

This data was reviewed and edited by a committee comprised of mid-level managers from
the four Product Management Business Units (formerly called SUB-LOBs) and several
staff functions.

The broad target audience of Network Systems Product Management personnel included:

• New hires (to the company)
- College graduates
- Individuals with some business experience outside of AT&T

• New-to-the-job
- New PMs with other AT&T company experience

• PM job incumbents
- Personnel with up to ten years experience.
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The knowledge/skill requirements of an individual are often unique, due to the individual's
incoming status (as described above) and the variables of the job/task assignment. PM
job/task assignments vary due to:

• PM sub-function and task segmentation and distribution across the work unit
- Supervisors organize and distribute work at their discretion
- One person alone may manage a product, or a team of a dozen or more may

divide the tasks

• Product technology/complexity

• Life cycle phase status.

3. Demonstration that alternatives to instruction were considered

a. List any instructional solutions considered as supplements or alternatives - NS 1251 is
the 58th and last module in a series of "potential" modules for the intended target
audiences' first 6 months on the job.

The segmentation of content for the first 57 modules of the Curriculum Architecture (see
Exhibit 18 - The PM Curriculum Catalog or Exhibit 19 - The Curriculum Videotape) were
designed in response to the variability of job task assignments, incoming knowledge and
skills, and local Business Unit/Strategic Business Unit requirements. A planning guide (in
the Curriculum Catalog - Exhibit 18) allows the individual leamer, in conjunction with
their supervisor, to plan and complete those performance-based education and training
modules determined to be job relevant prerequisites to the 58th module: NS 1251.

NS 1251 is intended, by design, to reinforce much of the content of the preceding modules
as well as provide for the development of additional knowledge and skills within a
framework of life cycle management and Product Management functional responsibilities.

It integrates a wide variety of skills and knowledge through a series of job-real simulations.

b. State the approach used to accept or reject non-instructional solutions - The scope of
the project Network Systems contracted for with Svenson & Wallace, Inc., was limited to
the design of a Modular Curriculum Architecture to address the adverse knowledge and
skill requirements of the target audience. However, non-instructional solutions for
performance deficiencies were identified. None of these non-instructional issues were
specifically addressed within the scope of the project represented by NS 1251 Development
and Deli very.
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Exhibit 15, Section III presents an overview of the Training and Non-Training
(environmental) deficiencies impacting Product Management job performance. This
information is presented within the framework of the Performance Engineering Matrix by
Thomas Gilbert and identifies the issues/deficiencies regarding the six cells of Gilbert's
matrix:

• Data
• Resources
• Consequences
• Knowledge and Skills
• Capacity
• Motives and Needs.

Although non-instructional solutions were not within the scope of this project, non-
traditional instructional methodologies were used and include the development of various
job aids and reference information (e.g., organizational on-line information) which were
distributed within the context of various curriculum architectures' training modules.
Examples of the module's job aids include the Network Systems Financial Algorithm
(Exhibit 4) and the Product Plan format (Exhibit 22, Section I, Tab 4) which is used in
conjunction with a lesson on Product Plans and their content, (see Exhibit 22, Section I,
Tab 3).

Many of the early modules of the curriculum fall more readily into the category of
"information" vs. either education or training. Modules that are considered required
prerequisites includes those from the 1000-1006 series and 1101-1184 series, which
present information on various AT&T and Network Systems' organizational entities (see
Exhibit 18).

The 1051-1054 series modules are "highly recommended" prerequisites. (There is no
policy in effect to mandate prerequisites.) These four modules collectively present an
overview of the eight PM functions (formerly sub-functions); a 100 page "PM NOVEL" -
a fictitious "advance organizer" describing one year in the lives of three Product Managers;
a DIY (do-it-yourself) organizational mapping exercise and a DIY job orientation guide.
(See the Module Definitions and Curriculum Overview in Exhibit 18 and the four modules
of the 1050 series in Exhibit 3.)

4. Demonstrate that the tar~t performance requirements and tar~t population capabilities
entered into the determination of the specific skillslknowledge addressed by the product

The extremes of anticipated participant incoming experience and knowledge/skill levels
(none or a great deal) posed a challenge for the designers. It was decided to address the
needs of the less experienced individual via the module design.

NS 1251 lectures anticipated (potentially) a greater knowledge in some of the participants
compared to the (non-SMB) contract instructor. The lectures were designed to allow the
instructor to facilitate the session participants in an information exchange (what, why,
when, who, where and how) prior to the reinforcement of the ~xercises.
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The design of the Simulation Exercises intended that NS 1251 participants (trainees) with
more experience, knowledge, and skills would be teamed with less experienced!
knowledgeable participants. The more experienced were asked to assist the facilitator in the
development of the less experienced (and to not dominate the meetings or plan development
activities).

The performance requirements and potential incoming capabilities of the target audience to
be addressed by NS 1251 were derived from the larger needs analysis project intended to
produce a comprehensive training curriculum architecture.

The Design Report (Exhibit 20) provides an overview of the module design for NS 1251
(Section IT, pages 3-4). Design details are presented in Section IT, Tab D.
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C. DOCUMENTATION OF TIm OUTCOMES OF lliE INSTRUCTIONAL EFFORT

1. Demonstration that outcomes were specified as performance objectives

a. State the performance objectives for the instructional product or identify their location in
the submitted materials - The end of training performance objectives for NS 1251
participants are presented in Exhibit 20: DESIGN REPORT, Section II, Tab D. These
objectives are restated in the Curriculum Catalog (Exhibit 18, Tab: 1000 Series, last page),
but have been modified/reduced to fit a one page format constraint.

b. Describe the approach used to ensure that the performance objectives Were the closest
practical swproximation of the reQJ.liredperformance - The module performance objectives
were extensively reviewed with a training advisory board comprised of upper middle
management representatives from each of the four Business Units being addressed (see
Exhibit 20, Section I, page 1). These managers were very concerned with the level of
uniformity of structure/specificity of the instruction and exercises given their real-world
variability in both outputs and methodology used across the Business Units. Specifications
for the flexibility of outputs and tasks to be addressed within the module were negotiated
between all parties in an attempt to achieve a balance between on-the-job application
relevance and organizational political sensitivities. Evaluation results in the pilot and
preceding sessions demonstrate success in approximating job realities from the perspective
of the more experienced trainee/participants (see Exhibits 8, 10, 12 and 14).

~\ 2. Demonstration that performance objectives were measured

a. Describe the instruments or techniques used to measure achievement of the performance
objectives by the learners. or identify their location in the submitted
materials - There are four primary instruments used to evaluate achievement of the training
performance objectives by the trainees. Two of these instruments are end of course
evaluations and two of the instruments are post-course (six months) surveys - one for the
trainees and one for their supervisors.

Exhibit 7 presents an evaluation form created by Svenson & Wallace, Inc., (formally R. A.
Svenson & Associates, Inc.). Exhibit 9 is the standard evaluation instrument of AT&T
Corporate Education and Training (CET). Exhibit 11 presents the two post-course
evaluation instruments created by Network Systems - Product Management Training
Organization (PMTO) to collect evaluation data from both supervisors and the course
participants six months after participant attendance. The results of these evaluations are
presented in Tab E of this document. Evaluation summaries and details are presented in
Exhibits 8, 10, 12, and 13. The PMTO evaluation instruments for supervisors and trainees
provide the primary measure of achievement of the performance objectives by the
participants as demonstrated by their performance back on the job.
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b. Describe how measurement instruments or techniQlles were deyelo.ped and validated-
The PMTO instruments (Exhibit 11) for evaluating supervisory and trainee views of the
trainees performance improvement back on the job were developed by the Product
Management Training Organization of Network Systems Market Operations Organization
within the budget and schedule constraints of their management Resources have not, as of
yet, been allocated to provide for the formal validation of these instruments, in part because
management believes the results-they don't see a need to spend the effort for validation of
the evaluation instruments.

3. Was there a plan for reinforcing and improving aCQlliredskills following the training
effort?

Yes, however, organizational resource limitations have precluded the intended follow-up
efforts with the trainees and their supervisors to reinforce and/or provide additional skills,
practice, and development following module NS 1251 participation. Original plans called
for the development of an NS 1251 supervisory reinforcement package (see Exhibit 17,
Section V, Tab 3, module definition for NS 3106: Management ofthe Product
Management Function), but funding for such a system has not been allocated

However, two out of seven of the intermediate level modules of the 2000 series, intended
to reinforce the "Basics" provided in NS 1251 and continue the acquisition and
development of higher level knowledge and skills, have been implemented. These include
NS 2351 and NS 2401 (see Exhibit 18 for details) which provide intermediate (or
advanced) development in Sales Support Planning and Management respectively. These
four and three day sessions pick up where NS 1251 ends. The remaining five key modules
of the curriculum design have not been prioritized by the Training Advisory Board for
development, as of yet.
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D. DEMONSTRATION THAT TIIE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE
INSTRUCTIONAL EFFORT FOLLOWED TIIE PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMATIC
INSTRUCTION

1. Show that instruction (e.~" methods. media. location) was desi~ned consistent with
the nature of the objectives and practical constraints of the situation

NS 1251 is but one of many courses of the overall Curriculum Architecture intended to
meet the knowledge and skill requirements of Network Systems Product Management
Personnel. It is, however, considered the "keystone" course, in that it concludes and
reinforces the first phase of entry level training (primarily done via self-paced materials) in
a group-paced session. Preceding NS 1251 are 57 potential modules (of which a typical
individual would probably complete 20-25 modules---these are approximately equivalent to
5-10 pages of self-paced readings and are intended to impart knowledge and not build
skill).

NS 1251 is by design the skills development course that builds upon the job relevant
knowledge acquired in the preceding modules completed It is intended to provide an
overall framework or systems context for life cycle management and Product Management
functionality. Additional training modules beyond 1251 focus on intermediate and
advanced skills training specifically focused to the individual's narrower job assignment
parameters.

NS 1251 pulls all the little pieces of the puzzle together and presents the big picture so that
all Product Management personnel, regardless of their unique job duties within the function
of Product Management have a clearer understanding of 1) the total end-to-end
responsibilities of their organization, and 2) how score is kept (the financial measures and
mechanics determining success or failure). One of the purposes of a highly modularized
curriculum architecture is to address the unique needs of a diverse audience in a diverse job
setting. One training program (or a series of programs) intended to fit everyone's needs
does not allow for the flexibility required to insure that the training is as performance-based
as practical.

The verbal information knowledge/skill items were addressed with a combination of
lecture, discussion, and job aids---standard classroom delivery. Participants were also
given copies of all overheads in the participant binder for future reference.

The attitude (affective domain) items were addressed by forcing participants to experience
the issue in the simulations. For example, since many PMs don't see why the development
group costs so much or takes so long, they are forced to play the role of development and
to see their concerns and defend their interests.

The skill items were also addressed in the simulations by the PMs to practice and
demonstrate their ability to conduct/control team meetings, to generate product strategies, to
calculate financial results of their decision, and to present/defend the plans for their
product.
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2. Show that learners had frequent opportunities for relevant practice activities with
appropriate feedback on their level of accomplishment

NS 1251 is designed as an eight-day learning event, where over five days is spent in the
simulation exercises. Lecture time was held to the minimum possible required to convey
the broader goals, issues, strategies, and tactics of managing a product through it's life
cycle and was reinforced by the five one-day simulation exercises. Additional exercises
were conducted on risk analysis and time management. The heart of the course, the
simulation exercises, are segmented by the five phases of the product life cycle:

I. Concept Phase
II. Justification Phase

III. Realization Phase
IV. Growth and Maturity Phase

<. V. Decline and Discontinuance Phase.

Each phase of the simulation exercise dealt with issues typical of that phase of the life cycle:
organizations involved, competitive situations in the market place, technology challenges
and implications, financial results from pricing decisions and cost data, etc., in order to
create an overall understanding of the various organizations involved and their unique,
parochial considerations and issues. Session participants were each assigned to role play
one five role set for each product. The "roles" are:

• Product Management
• Development
• Manufacturing and Physical Distribution
• Sales and Sales Support
• Product Support.

,

Within each phase of the life cycle each module participant "sat in the shoes" of each of
these organizations (roles) and participated in a Product Team meeting to present their
organization's viewpoints and needs, and negotiate with the other four organizations to
plan the collaborate effort required to achieve market and financial success. Each module
participant was part of a two person team who would be assigned as the Product Managers
for one of five potential products:

• Camera
• Recorder
• EditDeck
• Cables/Connectors
• Tape.

Each two person team would chair a Product Team meeting "round" within each life cycle
phase of the simulation as the Product Managers for their product. After each round,
another round of Product Team meetings would be facilitated until all products had been
through a plan development session. When not the Product Managers, the two person
team would wear the other "organizational hats" (see chart on the following page).
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~ AI Jim Nick ~
PM Team Dee Phil Maddv Karen Guv

~Round Camera Recorder Edit Deck Cables Tape

1 PM DEV MFG Sales PS

2 PS PM DEV MFG Sales

3 Sales PS PM DEV MFG

4 MFG Sales PS PM DEV

5 DEV MFG Sales PS PM

PM = Product Management
DEV = Development
MFG = Manufacturing and Physical Distribution
Sales = Sales and Sales Support

PS = Product Support

The steps with each simulation phase were:

• Step 1-Run five Product Team meetings back-to-back
- Read Data Pack "role play" materials (see Exhibit 23 a-e)
- Product Managers facilitate!conduct Product Team meeting to identify

problems/opportunities/strategies, tactics, costs, and schedules for each of the
organizations at the team meeting.

• Step 2 - Each Product Management team would then develop a product plan
representing the team consensus which would include:
- Strategic plan
- Business/operational plan

-- Sales and marketing plan
-- Development plan
-- Manufacturing plan
-- Physical distribution plan
-- Product support plan

- Financial plan
-- Income statement

Balance sheet
-- Cash flow statement
-- Cumulative discounted cash flow statement

• Step 3 - Each Product Management team would then present the team consensus
view and identify problem areas requiring additional team work in order to enhance
the fmancial viability, technical feasibility, or market acceptance of the product.

• Step 4 - Other product team members representing the other organizations (i.e.,
Development, Manufacturing, etc.) that provided the input to the Product
Management team, critique the presentation of the plan in terms of its consistency
with the discussions and consensus achieved in the Product Team meeting.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 3 AT&T Network Systems
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• Step 5 - Module facilitators critique the plan in terms of its focus on the
problems/opportunities identified in the role plays, the accuracy of the calculations
of the various financials, and the level of detail presented in the strategic and
business/operational planning sections.

• Step 6 - The facilitators provide personal feedback to the module participants
regarding their use of interpersonal skills behaviors* when they were chairing the
Product Team's meetings. The following "behaviors" were tracked and
documented:
- Giving information
- Seeking information
- Testing understanding/summarizing
- Defending/attacking.

* It was the intent of this feedback to first create an awareness of and second, begin
the modification of chairperson behaviors from that of primarily IUvinginformation
to more seeking infonnation and testing understanding/summarizing behaviors
(Exhibit 22, Section III, Lesson 2 presents more on the chairperson behaviors
related to this feedback).

3. Were you able to accommodate learners' individual differences?

The ability to accommodate individual learners and their differences was designed into the
course simulations via the partnering with another "Product Manager." The Simulation is
run five times, allowing the module facilitator enough observation of an individual to
"assign" the person to specific meeting facilitation duties, e.g., financial calculations,
development planning, etc. In the event that the individuals on the two person team shared
weaknesses or had extreme personality conflicts, the module facilitators could always
simulate a "reorganization" and shake up all teams and not (potentially) embarrass anyone
individual. (Reorganizations, job changes, and the associated stress are all part of the
target audiences' real world.)

Constant supervision was provided by one of the module facilitators throughout the
simulation and all01+ed individual coaching efforts during the time the trainees spent on the
development of their product plan. Also, time could be spent outside of the course with
any participants desiring additional attention. (Approximately three out of 150 participants
have requested additional facilitator time outside of the classroom which was typically
satisfied by providing between one to two hours of assistance, generally in the area of
product financial planning.)

4. Show that the instructional product or intervention underwent fonnative evaluation (or
other evaluation procedures) as part of the desilm and development phases

The materials of NS 1251 were reviewed by the Training Advisory Board, various subject
matter experts and master performers during the course of design and development, and
during an extensive pilot session evaluation effort. The pilot session, conducted in October
of 1987, employed the following evaluation data gathering methodologies:

• Daily written evaluations
• Daily group debriefing
• Final written evaluation.
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Pilot participants were hand picked by their organizational representatives on the Training
Advisory Board to create an equal balance between:

• Primary target audience members - Product Management personnel between the
fourth and sixth month on the job

• Experienced Product Management personnel.

Experienced personnel were included in the course to judge the real world applicability of
both the lecture content and the simulation exercises, while the new-to-the-job Product
Planners were used to evaluate the appropriateness of the design and content to enable them
to achieve the course objectives.

Exhibit 21 presents the pilot results for five of the curriculum modules including NS 1251.
(Additionally, the Pilot Report documents the pilot evaluation results for the four "required"
prerequisite modules: 1051,1052,1053, and 1054.) The methodology for conducting the
pilot for NS 1251 is presented in Section II, page 5 and the results of the pilot are presented
in Section VII, Tabs 1-11.
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E. DEMONSTRATION OF TIm IMPACT OF TIm INSTRUCTIONAL EFFORT

1. Describe any data obtained on reactions to the instructional product by the learners.
instructors/administrators. learners' supervisors. and others affected or involved

The least objective, but most rewarding evaluation data comes from the unsolicited letters
of module participants. These letters give the module high praise (see Exhibit 14).

A Pilot Report was prepared to document the evaluation data and revision specifications
resulting from the pilot session of NS 1251 and other Product Management Training
modules. When asked "Overall, I would rate this module a __ (10 - high/O -low)," the
pilot participants gave NS 1251 a 9.18 (see Exhibit 21,Section VII, page 1). The
remaining pages in Exhibit 21, Section VII contain the details of the pilot session
evaluations.

Two major student reaction questionnaires are routinely used when the NS 1251 course is
conducted:

1. AT&T Corporate Education and Training (CET) Student Reaction Questionnaire
(see Exhibit 9)

2. Svenson & Wallace, Inc. Network Systems Product Management Training
Module Evaluation (see Exhibit 7).

~ AT&T CET Student Reaction Ouestionnaire

The first three sessions of a new course require that the participants complete an extensive
questionnaire.

The overall results achieved for the pilot session and the first two regular sessions are
shown below (5 - high/O -low):

CAlEGORY PILOT SESSION 1 SESSION 2
10/87 1/88 4/88

Job relatedness 4.08 4.27 4.29

Course materials 4.38 4.65 4.39

Material interactions 4.44 4.78 4.28

Instructor information 4.57 4.72 4.74

Recommendation 4.65 4.67 4.70

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 1 AT&T Network Systems
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The actual Evaluations and Evaluation Summary results for all seven sessions are included
in Exhibit 10. An average of the results for two key evaluation items across six of the
seven sessions is represented below:

4.65.0 4.4 #2 Overall relevance of the course
to my job and/or career

#8 Effectiveness of the casework
and/or exercises in practicing
the skills taught

4.0

5-excellent
4-more than satisfactory
3-satisfactory
2-less than satisfactory
1-unsatisfactory

3.0

2.0 Bating Scale:

1.0

0.0
#2 #8

A summary chart reflecting the scores by session can be found in Exhibit 8.
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Svenson & Wallace Network Systems Product Mana~ement Trainin~ Module Evaluation

An average of the results for five key evaluation items across seven sessions is presented
below:

5.0 4.4 4.5

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
#1 #2 #3 #4 #11

On a scale of 5:High. O=Low
#1 Prior to this training session I would have rated my ability to perform in the Product

Management Fundion as...
#2 Now that this training session has been completed I would rate my past ability to perform in the

Product Management Fundion as...
#3 Now that I have completed this training session I would rate my abilny to perform in the Product

Management Fundion as...
#4 Overall. I give the module a score of...
#11 I fen that the exercises were valuable learning experiences...

5-strongly agree 2-disagree
4-agree 1-strongly disagree
3-neutral

A summary chart reflecting the scores by session can be found in Exhibit 8.

Note the correlation between the following evaluation items:

Item Average

· Svenson &Wallace Evaluation System #4 4.4
- Overall (rating)

· CET Evaluation System #2 4.4
- Relevance to job

• Svenson &Wallace Evaluation System #11 4.5
- Exercises were valuable learning experiences

· CET Evaluation System #8
- Effectiveness of casework/exercises 4.6
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2. Demonstrate that Perfonners achieved perfonnance objectives

a. Provide data that learners achieved the perfonnance objectives - Session participants
were asked to rate their perception of their ability to perform the job of Product Manager

• Prior to the session (#1)
• In retrospect (#2)
• Upon completion of training (#3).

The chart below represent the responses from 130 participants:

• # 1 average = 2.5
• # 2 average = 2.2
• # 3 average = 3.6.

The net average improvement (# 3 minus # 2) is 1.4.

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0r>.
1.0

0.0
#1

~.

4.4 4.5

#4 #11#2 #3

On a scale of 5=High, O=Low
#1 Prior to this training session I would have rated my abimy to perform in the Product

Management Function as...
#2 Now that this training session has been completed I would rate my past ability to perform in the

Product Management Function as...
#3 Now that I have completed this training session I would rate my ability to perform in the Product

Management Fundion as...
#4 Overall, I give the module a score of...
#11 I feh that the exercises were valuable learning experiences...

5-strongly agree 2-disagree
4-agree 1-strongly disagree
3-neutral
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b. Describe the methodolo~ used to obtain achievement data - Participant testing is done
by the facilitators and is embedded in the training. The major means for testing are
observation and critique of:

• Product team meetings
• Product plans
• Plan presentations.

The facilitators look for mastery of the following items:

First two rounds of the simulation

Participants should be able to:

• List information needed for product plan/decisions

• Given need for X information, identify the appropriate product team
member/organization

• Complete fmancial statements

• Summarize typical issues for initial phases of the product life cycle

SubseQuent rounds of the simulation

Participants should be able to:

• Successful remedial performance of above

• Generate increasingly detailed plans/strategies

• Demonstrate understanding of interrelationships between PM strategies and
impact on financials
- By responding to questioning on the plan (e.g., "Where would you cut costs

if your profit target was X instead of Y?")
- By developing an integrated plan (e.g., if they want to implement JIT, then

they need to include manufacturing expenses and resources to set up the
system).

All rounds of the simulation

Team leader behavior scales developed by Huthwaite Corp.:

• Seeking information
• Giving information
• Testing understanding
• Defending/attacking.

5 AT&T Network SystemsSvenson & Wallace, Inc.
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3. Demonstrate performers succeeded on the job or in follow-m> evaluation programs

a. Provide data/evidence obtained on the post-instructional performance of the performers

The chart below identifies the supervisors and trainees post-session (six months post-
session) evaluations of the trainees' increased on-the-job effectiveness as a result of this
(NS 1251) training.

• Supervisor

CTrainee

Fin Prod Plan FacTeam
Meetings

Mg. thru Life
Cycle

Pri Work
Activities

Overall

· rn- Develop financials
Income statement

- Balance sheet
- Cash flow
- CDCF

• PROP PLAN - Produce product plan

• FAC TEAM MEETING - Facilitate team meeting

• MG THRU LIFE CYCLE - Manage product through life cycle

• PRI WORK ACTIVITIES - Prioritize and plan work activities

• OYERALl- As a result of this training my (subordinates) overall understanding of the PM function has made me
(himlher) more effective in my work (on-the-job) by _._%.

Supervisors rated overall trainee improved effectiveness 40%, and trainees rated their
overall improved effectiveness 44%.

A summary of this data by session can be found in Exhibit 8.
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b. Describe the methodology used to obtain the perfonnance data/evidence

Exhibit 11 presents the evaluation instruments and system; Exhibit 12 presents the returned
responses.

Evaluation instruments were created by the Product Management Training Organization
(PMTO) of AT&T Network Systems Market Operations and sent out to all trainees and
their supervisors six months after they attended NS 1251.

Of the 92 evaluations sent to trainees, 30 were returned (33%).

Of the 92 evaluations set to supervisors, 54 were returned (59%).

4. Show that the instructional product had positive measured results in tenns of cost vs.
return or other comparative data related to input vs. output

a. Describe the measured results - Network Systems has achieved a net return of $7.8M
on an investment of less than $l.4M, for an ROI of 457%.

b. Describe the methodology used to detennine the effect of the instructional product or
intervention - Three methods have been used to determine the effect of the instructional
product (see Exhibit 13):

• Cost avoidance
• Contribution to sales
• Acceleration of the learning curve.

Cost Avoidance

Trainee improved effectiveness can translate into a cost avoidance dollar figure. If the
trainee is more effective, more work gets done. Theoretically, this should translate into a
combination of increased sales revenues and a lower cost of sales.

+ Sales Revenues
- Cost of Sales
= Gross Income

Revenues generated from Products and Services

Costs incurred by sales effort
- Product Management
- Development
- Manufacturing
- Distribution
- Sales
- Support Services

The pre-tax "bottom line"

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. AT&T Network Systems7
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The lower cost of sales can be calculated by multiplying the percentage of trainee increase
effectiveness (see Exhibit 8) by the trainees' fully loaded salary, by the number of trainees.
Thus, the training efforts !l1Ym is calculated:

Supervisors' View

40% x $150,000.00 x 130 trainees = $7.8M

Trainees' view

44% x $150,000.00 x 130 trainees = $8.58M

The cost of providing the training includes the following components:

• Development

• Maintenance of the course

• Delivery
- Trainee
- Instructor
- Facility

• Administration.

~'\ The following numbers represent a very conservative view of costs (see Exhibit 13).

Conservative
Estimates

Development costs for NS 1251 $295K

$50K

$416K

Maintenance Costs

Delivery costs for facilities, instructor, etc., per student are re-
couped by CET at $400/day; an eight-day session is charged at
$3,200.00. For 130 trainees that equals $416,000.00

Training Salaries (partially loaded) $292.5K

$244.4K

$72K

Trainee costs for travel and living

Administrative and miscellaneous costs

TOTAL costs to provide the training for the 130 trainees is less
than $l.4M. $1,369,900.00
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The Return on Investment (ROI) is calculated as a percent at:

~$:lU7..:.l.8.:.:.:Mr..t..-----ol...;1.=4M~_= 457%
$1.4M

In dollars, the net return on the investment is $7.8M - $1.4M = $6.4M.

Contribution to Sales

If the 130 trainees achieved a 40% increase in sales on their product lines, this would
amount to a $460M sales increase (see Exhibit 13).

Acceleration of the Learnin~ Curve

Although the reduced intervals for job proficiency vary by job task, the minimum reduction
identified by the trainee's supervisors was five months (see Exhibit 13).

As a result, the savings can be calculated as follows:

Product Planner Annual Salary
(partially loaded)

Monthly Salary
x 5 months

$60,000.00

$5,000.00
5

Cost Savings/Product Planner

x 130 Product Planners

$25,000.00

130

TOTAL Cost Savings $3,250,000.00
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F. "SELL" YOUR PRODUcr TO 11ffiAWARDS EVALUATION COMMfl"IEE

1. Explain what makes your product deserving of the NSPI Outstanding Instructional
Product or Intervention Award

NS 1251: Product Management Process Training - Basic Skills is deserving of the NSPI
Outstanding Instructional Product or Intervention Award for 1990 for the following
reasons:

• It achieved a 457% return on investment ($7.8M return on costs of $l.4M).

• It has improved the trainees effectiveness back on-the-job by 44% according to
trainees and by 40% according to their supervisors.

• Trainees rate the module an overall 4.4 on a 5 point scale.

• It ran a gauntlet of political and organizational issues successfully
- NS 1251 achieved an appropriate balance between teaching output and task

performance to personnel from organizations that inherently produce different
outputs, employ different task performances, and use different organizations to
achieve product market and financial success

- NS 1251 provided valuable skills and knowledge to individuals who had to
return to job settings where they were involved in the management of such
diverse offerings as

Hardware
Software
Commodities
New technologies
Old technologies
Proprietary technologies

- NS 1251 presents an acceptable "big picture view" and specific skills such as
strategic, business, and financial planning to a variety of Network Systems
Product Management personnel who individually may only be involved in small
portions of that work.

• It is based on systematic instructional design methodologies
- Systematic analysis of Product Management performance was conducted
- Systematic analysis of knowledge and skill requirements was conducted
- An analysis of environmental deficiencies was conducted
- An evaluation of existing training programs within AT&T was conducted
- A total comprehensive curriculum architecture was designed to utilize relevant

existing AT&T training programs and specify additional modules required but
not available

- NS 1251 provides more skills building practice than knowledge oriented
lectures

- Utilizes a creative, detailed, and appropriately complex simulation of Product
Management issues, tasks, and organizational interfaces related to managing
real products through their life cycle phases.

• It is a very interactive module with over 62% of session time spent in the
Simulation Exercise.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 1 AT&T Network Systems
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• The Simulation Exercise successfully replicates the real world issues that require
Product Management's planning and management efforts, provides redundant
practice on key basics (such as fmancial calculations and analysis) and provides
exposure to issues/opportunities unique to the life cycle phases, the support
organizations, and specific marketplace situations via the Simulation Role Play
materials
- Data Packs (Exhibit 23a-e)
- Game Board (Exhibit 5)
- Breaks Cards (Exhibit 6).

• NS 1251 exercises were rated 4.5 (of 5) on Svenson & Wallace, Inc. (S&W)
evaluation system and 4.6 (of 5) on the AT&T Corporate Education and Training
(CET) evaluation system
- Exhibit 8 and Tab E, page 3 of this report.

• NS 1251 was supported with excellent administrative support materials including
- Curriculum Catalog (Exhibit 18)

-- Supervisor's Planning Guide
- Curriculum Orientation Video Tape (Exhibit 19).

• The curriculum and NS 1251 provided a forum for the definition of the Product
Management process; its responsibilities, tasks, outputs and interfaces with other
Network Systems functions; a substantial organizational benefit to AT&T.

• The course and curriculum have earned the strong support of Network Systems
upper and middle management.

• Numerous individuals have spontaneously written testimonial letters over the entire
two year history of the course citing personal performance improvement,
recognition from management and others, and even promotions based on skills and
knowledge derived from the course.

• This course represents a successful instructional intervention in a very high level,
difficult to characterize, complex function. It demonstrates that performance
analysis and systematic instructional design can bring big benefits in teaching
people to do complex "managerial" functions and win the support of top
management for providing significant business benefits.

Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 2 AT&T Network Systems
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October 27, 1987

MR. G. P. KAUFHOLD
Southgate
Re: Product Management Process Training - NS1251 Pilot
Gerry:
I just wanted to send you my thanks for a most beneficial two weeks while
attending the referenced subject.
This course is not only needed by Product Managers, but shows the huge
planning effort and dedication on your part. The course content was well
thought out and presented, and provides an excellent vehicle for new
product managers to learn the business.
I applaud your (and Jim Costello's) efforts in developing this important
training session and have already relayed my enthusiastic comments to my'
management. As a result, I believe you will see other PM-OS
representatives in this course once it is generally available in 1Q88.
Also, if I can be of any further assistance as you finalize the course
content, please contact me on extension 5818.

~

~~

J. M. FELLER
PM-OS International

Copy to:J. B. Costello
C. A. Vassil
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November 20, 1987

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

We recently had the opportunity to p.~icipate in the Pilot
oftering ot Product Management Proc •• s Training, NS1251.Thei~ourse lasted two weeks at the Hickory RidgeConferenca
center 1n Lisle, Illinois. This course w•• developedprimar1ly tor new product mana;ement employe •• with 1•••
than one year product manaqament exp.rience, and i8 aime4 atTransmission, switch1n;, Kedia and Operations Syst •••per.onnel.
The cour.e covered, in detail, all functions ot productmanaqemant, includinq busines., s.le., and financial plaft.,a. vell aa product life cycle analIsi., foreca.tinq, and avariety of 1nterorganizational act vities.
Simulation. of typical "product team meetings" afforded U8the opportunity to "role play" as orqanizationB such a. BallLab., Sale. Support, Project Manaq •••nt and Manutacturinq.
~~e in.iqht en&bled u. to qa1n a new perspective of otherorqanlzatlon.' need. and concerna.
:~ a~~!tlon, the cour.e teaches how to run etfactive
••• t1nq. and Cov.r. orqanization and neqot1ation skills.
v. tou~~ this cour •• to be extremely beneficial not only tor
:".• \1 .a:.b.r. ot Pr04'.lct Manaqement but to those membera who
~~ve tv= t~ three year. experience that may not have baenerp:).~ '!othe ••~y •• pec'!. ot Product Line Managament.

A.:.-: ftIOft.1nuy
e•• ,..•I' •••.• I'\~ ~o Ca.pe.ny lnatruct10na

,~
-----------------------------------

0· ..•~.;. ~-.: •.•



MEMORANDUMrOR RECORD 2. November 20, 1987

We whole-haarte41y reoommen4 this cour.e tor individuals atthis location who are new or wou14 like to ••tablish abetter knowledge base to =uild on.

~~~

D. J. COOMBSExt. 3485

q'2--q.
J. V. DONOVAN, JR.En. 341&

Copy to:All PM Transmission Employees - Andover

AT'T PROPRIETARYUS. pursuant to company Instructions
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Mr. J. Castello
Southgate

February 19, 1988

2600 Warrenville Road
lisle. illinOIS60532
31251()'4000

Dear Jim:

I would like to congratulate you, your manager, and the
instructors for making available a course such as NS1251. This course
will benefit any person who is faced with the task of selling a
concept or a program to upper management, and at the same time,
directing the efficient use of recourses.

Normally, courses a~e presented in general terms, but NS1251
was tailored specifically to the culture of AT&T, which is
significantly different from many companies.

From an aggressive point of view, the course stressed that an
AT&T product manager today must develop solutions from a selection of
products or services or both using strategies to find the best
possible mix to maximizing the stockholders profit. At the same time,
the solutions must be consistent with the corporate goals and
objectives and the needs of the end users. NS1251 emphasized the
importance of: Business cycles, careful research requirements, long
term, short term business implications, negotiating for best price and
most advantageous work schedule, risk analysis, financial analysis to
justify proposals, status reports and adjustment to programs, etc.
Also, such product plan should be presented in well organized business
case, and the true test of the product manager is to make the plan
work. This normally translate in profit or loss.

However, you should have advised the participants that the
course would be at an accelerated pace, and a prerequisite of
Engineering economics or economics or finance or marketing, may be
needed to fully appreciate the course, and hopefully, reduce the level
of frustration. I have a strong background in these subjects so it
was not an issue to me, but secretly, I have heard others complain
that they did not have the background to fully appreciate the course.

,;;:=lY~tk./~~
D. M. Forrester
Product Planner
5ESS~ Switch Access
and Architecture Planning

Copy to:
J. Kaufold
B. J. Murphy
K. A. Schultz
W. Stuart

- Southgate
- Southgate
- NSC, Lisle
- Southgate

Western Electric~ products
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.April 22, 1988

Mr. E. V. Frankovich

Re: Product Management Process Training Course

I recently attended the Product Management Process Training
Course - NS 1251 - at the Hickory Ridge Conference Center in
Lisle, Illinois. The following is a brief synopsis of that
eight day course.

Admittedly, it was a most interesting, rewarding, most beneficial
and very hectic COl~se. The days consisted primarily of a
scenario of "role· playing" which involved all the facets of
Product Management over a period of ei9ht days. We simulated
the introduction of a product from its inception in the concept
stage to the end of the product's life cycle. Actual participation
was about 60\ of the time. The instructors were very knowledgeable
and capable individuals who saw that each days agenda we were
given a full plate. From what I understand, the Product Management
Process Training Course is still in the pilot stages. and has only
been deployed on a limited basis. However, it is most definitely
a step in the right direction.

I would offer my full concurrence to anyone who would have an
interest in attending the course. It would not only be beneficial
for a "new" service manager I but would bring a sense of uniformed
service management techniques to the experienced service planner
as well.

D. C. BOYLE
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APR 29 1988

P. P. Montgomery
Business Planning Product Manager

Network Software Center
Phil,

The purpose of this letter is to summarize my reactions to the "Product
Management Process Training - Basic Skills" class (i.e., NS125I) which
I completed April 20, 1988.
The eight-day class was delivered using the classic lecture method as
well as case study simulation. These two teaching methods complemented
each other favorably, allowing the student to apply the information
learned in the lectures to the types of situations a Product Planner
would face regularly in the real business world. During each four-hour
simulation period the student would spend at least forty-five minutes
performing each of five different roles: (1) Product Management;
(2) Research and Development; (3) Manufacturing and Distribution;
(4) Sales and Sales Support; and (5) Product Support. After the
completion of each simulation period the student had two hours to
organize his/her Product Plan before making a ten-minute formal
presentation to the entire group.

Each simulation period covered a different stage in the Product Life
Cycle: (1) Concept Phase; (2) Justification Phase; (3) Realization
Phase; (4) Growth and Maturity Phase; and (5) Decline and
Discontinuance Phase. Repeating this process for each stage served to
make the student aware of the varying tasks, responsibilities and
concerns of the individual members of a Product Management team during
the life-cycle of a given product.

The two facilitators of the course, Guy Wallace and Nick Bridges,
supplied a tremendous amount of energy, enthusiasm, intellect and
insight in conducting the course. Tom Gibson, Financial Planning and
International Support Director for Network Systems, delivered an
excellent six-hour lecture on the AT&T Financial Environment.
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2. APR 29 1988

1 most strongly recommend this course. especially for Product Planners
and Associate Product Planners. 1 would go as far to say that it
should be required for employees new to Product Management. It is
obvious that a substantial amount of thought. time and effort was
utilized in the development of this course and this was reflected in
the result. 1 am particularly anxious to see what "follow-up" courses
are introduced to the Product Mangement Curriculum in the near future.
If courses yet to be developed are able to approach the same level of
quality attained by "Product Management Process Training - Basic
Skills," Network Systems will be well on its way to establishing a most
viable and unique training program of its own for people involved in
Product Management. As a.new Network Systems employee it is my hope
that the scenario which I have just described becomes reality.

:tlb

--\ I (V\

J. R. HEAD
International Product Management
Business Planning

Copy to:
All Managers
All Product Managers
R. S. Kerby
G. P. Terry
J. B. Costello
G. T. Gibson
G. P. Kaufhold
B. J. Murphy

- 2SNW62300
- 2SNW62300
- Network Software Center
- Network Software Center
- Southgate
- Southgate
- Southgate
- Southgate



May 18, 1988

J. Costello
G. Kaufhold
G. Wallace

- Southgate
- Southgate
- Wheaton, IL.

For your information attached is a copy of the course review I
made on Network Systems Product Management class NS-1251. This
presentation was made to the Product Management Quality
Improvement Team (PMQIT) on May 17, 1988.

I proposed to the PMQT that course 1251 be made a mandatary course
for all new Microelectronic Product Managers. This course should
be scheduled to be taken six months on the Product Manager's job.
I also recommended that ME0896 Product Management Concepts, a one
week C.E.C. class be scheduled as a second mandatary class which
should be taken witn in three months after NS1251.

The PMQIT will be reviewing this for inclusion in the
Microelectronics training program. The training program is under
development and a draft plan is scheduled to be completed by
June 1, 1988.

As you can see I feel that the NS1251 class is an excellent
example of the caliber of education that must be provided to
AT&T Product Managers.

K. D. Vargo
Product Planning Manager-EPS



,-

Date: May 17, 1988

Re: Memorandum for Record
Review Product Management Training Class NS-1251

The following memorandum for record is a review of Network
Systems product marketing class NS-1251 Product Management-Basic
Processes.

The target audience for the class are individuals who are new to
the company or product management and have less than one year in
their current positions (I feel three to six months on the job is
the actual target audience). The educational style used in the
class is a combination of classroom lecture (35%) and case
analysis type business simulations (65%). The course is offered
at the Hickory Ridge training facility and is scheduled for an
eight day duration. As a pre course assignment there are four
training modules designed to be jointly completed by the new
employee and their immediate supervisor.

The class was team instructed by Guy Wallace and Nick Bridges, who
are the courses designers and authors. The financial section was
given by a guest speaker Tom Gibson, Network Systems Financial
Planning Director. Network Systems education coordinator for this
class was Jim Costello.

Attached are copies of the course outline and objectives.

I was favorably impressed with the quality of education offered by
this class. The course materials were well designed, current, and
easy to use. The business simulations were realistic in structure
and instilled the importance of team leadership in the students.

For Microelectronics I feel this class offers a good introduction
to employees who have less then six months in product management.
One of the courses hidden strengths is the student mix. In the
session I attended there were students from all Network Systems
groups. These students added their experiences to the business
simulations which created a dynamic "real life" atmosphere.

The only modifications I would suggest for the course is the
addition of computers to the business simulations and product
management "line" supervisors as simulation facilitators. The
computers would be used to speed up the business simulation
financial analysis and presentation viewgraphs. The addition of
active product management line supervisors would insure that the
latest field information is being given to the students. Also the
supervisors would gain valuable experience in educating new
employees.



Currently there is a one week CEC product management training
course taught by Bob Parquet that the Microelectronics personnel
have been attending. This course should the the second class
taken by product managers and should be scheduled no later then
three months after NS-1251. Together these two courses will give
a solid foundation to new product managers.

The education that still needs to be created is for the
experienced product manager. This training should include such
items as:

1. Time management
2. Team leadership
3. competitive/competitor strategy
4. Entrepreneurship
5. Global business strategies

There are many other items that could be added to product
management classes but the important item is to have the classes
written to enhance the Microelectronics business structure,
procedures, and policies.

Kenneth D. Vargo
OLS Product Manager

~---------------------------------- ~~-------------



May 20, 1988

Mr. Gerry Kaufhold
AT&T Network Systems -Market Operations
475 South Street
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Dear Gerry:

I wanted to write to personally thank-you again for the wonderful
experience I underwent in taking NS-1251. I have had numerous
opportunities to use the skills taught and practiced dtiring the
product team simulations.

My present assignment is to chair a project team involved in setting
up new businesses in superconductor technologies. The assignment is
very complex and technical; involving a science that undergoes
changes in its overall structure on an almost overnight basis. Due
to the enormous amount of media attention given to this neophyte
industry, high level executive attention is given to all decisions
and actions undertaken by members of the product team.

Without the practice and critiques from your course, I don't believe
I would have had the level of success I have had thus far in
organizing this team and in pushing ahead in forging new
opportunities. In particular, I have used the skills associated
with ascertaining and obtaining pertinent information during a team
meeting; and controlling the mood and tempo of the group sessions.
I also use the organizer you gave us at the beginning of the class;
both it and its concepts have been a godsend in aiding me to
organize my thoughts and time so that I can effectively direct
others.

I would heartily suggest and encourage any member of product
management whether new in the universe or older to take NS-1251.

~./.~~
J. W. PITONIAK
Product Manager -Superconductors
Media Product Management



March 9, 1989

Del Taylor -
Subject: NS 1251 Class
Thank you for the opportunity to attend the training

class for the past eight days. I felt it was an excellent class,
and I learned a great deal. Particularly useful was the intensive
work with financials, because now I feel like I really understand
what they mean and how they are related. The development of five
business cases was a lot of work, and the intense meetings left
me feeling a bit drained, but as Mary Lou Hodel said, "If you
are going to simulate our jobs, you can't help but make it very
difficult."

Tom Gibson, one of the NS financial officers spoke to
the class on one of the days, and mentioned that NTI is having
cash flow problems. This may be something we can capitalize on
in upcoming bids. It also reinforces the view held by Mario
Padilla that NTI can't be making money at the current prices.
It does however show that they are willing to throw money into
buying market share and are taking risks to achieve that goal.

Overall I would recommend the NS125l class to anyone
working in PM because it really clarifies our role and function
within the company and provides valuable information to enable
us to better fill that role.

)2ce~_
Mary Ott~

cc: G. P. Kaufhold - Morristown



August 4, 1989

Mr. R. A. Bonomi
Re: Product Management Process Training (NS-12S1)

I have just completed the eight day Product Management
Process Training Module (NS-12S1). In summary, I would say it was
well worth it for me.

In perspective, the eight days were well spent. The
materials and information presented were accurate and depicted the
true life of a Product Manager and the life of a product. The
interaction between product managers representing various NS
entities (e.g., as, Transmission, ME) strengthened and complimented
the course content.

I highly recommend this course to Product Managers. It is
especially beneficial to be taken within the first year on the job
(I have been in PM a year). The value of an eight day training
tends to be inversely related to someone's length of service in PM
(and not with AT&T overall). However, I believe a shorter version
is imperative even for old timers, for the least, it provides them
time for self-reassessment. The simulation portion of the course
was very stimulating.

If you have any questions about my repo~t, pleass feel
free to call me. I will be glad to assist.

I/)/7 ~ •. /2rl
t.., rUU;(,~~~

Nadim B. Daou

Copy to:
M. D. Palombo



ATlaT
20akWay
PO. Box610
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922

August 4, 1989

Mr. o. W. stewart

I wanted to inform you that I found the Network Systems
Product Management Course a valuable and worthwhile
experience. I attended the course from July 17-26. The
material presented was well organized and very informative.

I also want to thank you for reserving a seat in the
class for a person from Microelectronics, which provided me
with the opportunity to attend the course. The people within

our organization were ve hel ful' insurin m enrollment
in the c e. I will definltely recommend the course 0
other planners within Microelectronics.

Copy to: ~
G. P. Kaufhold
K. M. Staffaroni

J
'!f)~~

Margaret Reilly
Business Consultant

t ategic Planning Organization
c



6 - MONTHEVALUATION COMMENTS
(TRAINEE)

I enjoyed your course. The "big picture" is very important to
understand.
The course was very helpful in helping me understand the nature of the
PM job in most NS organization .... NS perspective is what was
helpful. In this respect, it was very valuable from an informational
standpoint.
Best part of the course was the introduction to AT&T organizations,
processes and terminology, along with facilitating meetings. Course
was too basic in other areas to be of value.
I learned more about my job in this course than I had learned in my
previous 3 years in PLM. It was an eye opening course.
It was a great course!
The course has been very helpful.
Since prior to the course, I had no insight with regard to the job
function. The training had to have resulted in an overall 100%
improvement in understanding.
The time spent in the simulation was invaluable to me -- including the
stress factors built into the exercise. This is not an easy universe
we work in and even people who aren't planners, should be aware and
exposed to it so they can determine whether they can handle the job.
NS1251 is an extremely valuable course. I feel all Product Managers,
Bell Labs Engineers, Manufacturing Engineers, ect., should take this
course within 1 year after joining company.
I felt this was an excellent course, but I don't use all of what was
taught. It did give me an excellent understanding of what the product
family planners do and I thought this was great.
In the classroom setting there is more black and white for these items
than the gray areas of the real world. However, the experience was
quite worthwhile.



- 2 -

Too much emphasis on the financials. More time should have been spent
on the marketing aspects of the job.
I really liked the course and would highly recommend it for all product
planners.
I viewed the course as invaluable to my understanding of AT&T.
This course was helpful in understanding PM functions and to critically
analyze each manufacturing/sales/marketing situation.
It is an excellent course and I highly recommend it for all new
employees in product management. I look forward to taking the
follow-up courses.
Excellent course, well worth the time and money!
I wish I had this training before I ever started true job.



FACSIMILE MESSAGE
Date: 1991-04-18

From.: S. van Gernert
Phone: 31-35-87-2886
Fax: 31-35-83-5014

To: Guy Wallace

Subject! Planning

Pages: 2 (inc. this)

Guy.

I was cleaning out my cabinets and I found this. Naturally, I thought of you. Maybe you
can use it in furore classes??!!

Again, thanks for the great course.

With kind regards.

- .- ..._-_._--_ .•.-
-----------------------------------------------------------
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Fort Worth Division

21 October 1991

To: Distribution

From: M. R. Hawk

Subject: Trip Report - AT&T "Product Management" Training, Somerset, N.J.
(Oct. 7 through Oct. 16)

Purpose: To attend and assess the subject training program for future
modification and application at GD/FW

Background: "Program Management" has been identified as a module essential to
the training of IPD teams. No current "program management"
training course/module exists at this Division. It also appears that the
Corporate "program management" training seminar has been
discontinued.

GENERAL:

AT&T "Product Management (NS1251)" is a simulation intensive eight day training
course utilizing rotational role playing. The course covers the four phases; "front-end-
process" (proposal), "product realization process" (FSD), "growth and maturity"
(production), and "decline and discontinuance" (production phase-out and contract
Close-out).

DISCUSSION:

Course Instructors: - The course was conducted by four instructors. The two principal
instructors were Pete Hyberg of Svenson & Wallace and Mike Rayfield of AT&T. As
the group was split into two groups for simulation, Pete and Mike each facilitated a
group. Andrea Stone of AT&T training monitored the entire course and assisted in
facilitating one of the simulation groups. Guy Wallace of Svenson & Wallace made a
half day appearance to fill in for an AT&T financial executive and presented AT&T
specific financial report information. All the instructors were competent (Andrea was in
training; so was inexperienced.)



Course Oocumentationaools: - The documentation and tools were supportive of the
course and extensive. Little time was wasted by the students since forms, form
transparencies, notebooks, simulation data packs, sample business cases, sample
product plans, risk analysis matrices, SPIN analyses, etc. were all ready for the group
as the course progressed. A course notebook which contained a hard copy of all
discussion vugraphs and forms was provided at the beginning. Students were
allowed to annotate and retain these notebooks. Sample business case and product
plan notebooks were provided for retention as well. The courseware (documentation
and tools) were of high quality.

Facilities: - Facilities were more than ample. Separate rooms were provided for each
simulation group. There were vugraph machines and large self-standing flip pads
available in each of the rooms.

Course Structure/Content - A module map of the course is enclosed as Attachment
(A). The first day and a half consisted of familiarizing the participants with course
structure and early tools to be used in first simulation which was for "front end process
(FEP)". Time was also devoted during this first 1 1/2 days to life cycle (program)
phases, product (program) plan, team process, and financial statements. I will discuss
the simulation process in the next section.

The FEP simulation took a full day and carried into third day. Remainder of third day
and most of fourth day was spent in preparing the participants for the second
simulation where we were to develop a "realization product plan (FSD program plan)".
Subjects covered were:

• planning
• financial results and measures
• business case financial analysis
• program management decisions
• prog. mgmt. functional model
• realization phase (FSO phase)
• situation and risk analysis
• running team meetings

The simulation exercise for the "realization (FSO)" phase also took a full day and
completed the first week.

The second week started with a short recap of the first week. Then, with a short
discussion of "growth and maturity (productlon)" phase, the simulation for this phase
took the remainder of day six and most of the morning of day seven. A top AT&T
financial executive usually comes in on day six and presents AT&T proprietary
financial data to group. This presentation was given by Guy Wallace of Svenson &
Wallace.



After an overview of the AT&T division organizational structure and a discussion of the
"decline and discontinuance (phase down/contract completion)" phase, we spent the
rest of day seven and most of day eight in this phase simulation.

An awards banquet was held the night of day seven at a local pizza restaurant.
Awards were made based on set categories such as "best team leader', "greatest
contributor', "best to develop team consensus", etc. and these were awarded based on
participants votes. Participants were encouraged to create write-in awards and these
were numerous including some for the instructors.

Simulation Process - Participants were separated into two groups to accomplish
simulations with same kinds of programs, source data, issues, and constraints.
Participants were paired into teams within each of the two groups. A simulation was
held for each of the four phases and consisted of the following components:

• Review program data (for system your team is going to program manage).

• Hold group (team) work sessions (act as program manager on program
you share with a partner -- act as various functional team reps such as
mfg., engrg., sales, prod. support as other teams develop business case or
program plan).

• Present business case/program plan to your group, or both groups, and
instructors (vugraphs).

• Critique presented business case or plan (this consisted of comments from
both instructors and participants).

Participant Course Evaluation - All felt the course worth their time. They believed it
helped significantly understand the PM role and functional perspectives. They
considered length of course appropriate. While they considered the understanding of
financial measurements important, felt this element was given too much time. There
was no criticism of instructors other than constructive comments on style. All felt the
course helped to understand the team approach.

Participants - These included AT&T employees from a year to twelve years'
experience from various parts of country. Most were currently product (program)
managers; but, some engineers and sales personnel were included. Participants
were professional in attitude and seemed glad to be there.

Feedback - Feedback came in a number of ways; group feedback of team simulation
output (both participant and instructor), individual feedback from instructors on how we
chaired team meetings to develop business case or plan, participant comments to
instructors on course structure and content, and peer feedback based on awards
voting.

--------------------------------------------------~ --



Attitude Toward GO Participation - We were made welcome by AT&T, instructors, and
participants alike. We were only excluded from discussion of AT&T proprietary
financial data. After first day, I felt no difference of treatment. At the conclusion of the
training course, several of participants indicated to instructors that inclusion of outside
participation had constructively added to worth of course.

COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. General structure and approach to training was excellent - I would not
change.

8. Courseware/documentation was excellent -- we should use same
approach and level of quality.

C. Instructors were professional and appropriate even though none had been
a program/product manager. They started with a consultant instructor and
over time have evolved to dual approach. I believe we should follow this
plan.

D. They used an AT&T support (focus) group working with the consultant to
help determine course content - I believe we should do the same as we
have previously discussed and I would appreciate an opportunity to be
part of this support group.

E. Length of course was appropriate for their course content. We may find
ours to be about same or longer depending on content and break into two
sessions with a week in between the sessions.

F. Content was structured too commercial in nature and over stressed
"financial" aspects of program management. We need to retain a reduced
level and tailor the "financial". We need to place additional emphasis on:

• developing program proposal approach
• identifying material requirements (80M)
• determining make or buy (and significant supplier effort)
• developing a program plan
• obtaining a coordinated program schedule
• identifying and resolving program risks
• identifying and resolving technical/manufacturing issues
• assuring we meet customer requirements



G. The consultant seems to have done a very good job with this course and
has been lavishly supported by AT&T to make the course a success.

H. In summary, this is a training course that can be tailored for General
Dynamics as a module of IPD training. Even though there will need to be
significant changes for optimum value, it is far better than starting from
zero. I believe you need two versions: one of eight to ten days for
program managers, team leaders and IPD coordinators; a second of one
to two days length for BAMs.

DISTRIBUTION:

Karie Jones
Howard Athey
Greg Bennett
Charles Smith
Bob McLendon
Donald Jones
Ken Vaughn

6623
1347
1400
5956
1345
9321
5997A




